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EWS 
XU grad setves up laughs 
NORWOOD,Ohio-There'sareasonMaryBethRiesenherg 
is the best-tipped server at Furman 's Sports Cafe. And it's not 
because she works the most hours. 
"I think," said the 25-year old graduate of Xavier Univer-
sity, "people are afraid to stiff me, because they may sec me in 
public." 
Public for Riesenberg is on-stage as a comic. She's been 
doing it since her very first show at the Funny Bon~ Comedy 
Club in Montgomery, back in 1990. 
"I wrote abmit five minutes of material, but I was really 
great," she said. "I just felt so natural with the microphone in 
hand." 
Riesenberg said she started writing and doing comedy while 
a student at Xavier. · 
"I grew up in a household 'Yith three brothers," she said, "so 
rnally comedy came naturally. I was heckled the day I was 
born," she said. 
So far, she's done well enough to woi·k at Caesar's Palace in 
Las Vegas. But these clays, she works as a ser·vei· at Funnan's 
Sports Cafe in Norwood. 
"Hopefully, one day I'd like to host an Entertainment 
Tonight TV show, or a TV comedy," she said. "I'm really not 
too sure." 
CAMPUS MAGAZINE EARNS NATIONAL AT'rENTION: 
XaV1ermagazine was recently recognized as one of the top ten 
tmiversity magazines in the country in this year's Council for 
the Advancement and Support of Education Rccognitfon Pro-
gram. 
Xavier shares the spotlight with the following schools: 
Stanford, Rutgers, Harvard, Tulant!, Northeastern, Brigham 
Young, Johns Hopkins, University of Portland, and Duke. 
The magazine is also the sole recipient of the natitmal Public· 
Relations Society of America 199,i Bronze An\•il for external 
magazines. 
BARNEY BACKLASH CONTINUES: WORCESTER, Mass.-
A college student faces assault and battery charges after police 
said he attacked a woman wearing a purple Barney dinosaur . 
costume. Derek McMahon, a student at Worcester State 
College, told ppJi.cc that he was acting on a $10 wager from his 
roommate .. 
Deborah .McRoy, the woman who was dressed as the 
children's tele)•ision show character, suffered a neck injury· · 
when she was hit. 
"I said, \Why are you doing this to me?' And .he said, 
'Because we .. , hate Barney'," Mc Roy told a newspaper, She 
was dressed as Barney to help a local pharmacy celebrate the 
opening of a new store April 8. 
BUDGETING PROCESS COMPLETE: SGA Senate h~s 
recently finished the club budgeting process for tl~is year. Any 
club or campus organization who is interested in finding out 
how much money tl~ey have been budgeted for next yca.r sh0t~ld . 
contact Senator Scott Jackson, chair of the Budget Committee, 
at 985-5924. . . 
New mall plans underway 
BY JEFF ~AVIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Within the next ·few years, 
Lcdgewood Avenue will become 
Xavier'sse'condmaU. Thechange 
is part of the university's Capital 
Campaign, which calls for the de-
velopment of a sports arena and 
the renovation of several campus 
buildings. 
Although nothing is pinned 
clown yet, officials say the new 
mall will stretch from Dana Av-
. enue to Victory Parkway and will 
include fountains, trees, flowers 
and places for students to study 
and relax. 
Dr. Richard Hirte, vice-presi-
.dcnt of Financial Administration, 
said the new mall will also have a. 
new entrarfce and aclclitional 
parking for the university. 
Hirte also said the new mall 
will be built in phases. Phase 1, 
called the academic portion, will 
stretch from Dana Avenue to the 
current barrier on Lcdgewood. 
Phase 2, the residence phase, 
will extend from the harrier down 
to Victory Parkway. Each phase 
will cost an estimated $500,000 
according to Hirte. 
Jim Landers, director of the 
Physical Plant, gave reason for 
the new mall by saying, "We want 
to l>e able to look like one campus, 
so it flows frum one side of the 
campus to th,. other:" .John 
K_uc~a, assistant to :Father Hoff, 
cited safetv reasons also for build-
ing the ~ew mall. •"Closing 
Lcdgewood to all traffic will allow 
-students safer ac~e~s to their 
classes and other parts of the uni-
.versity," : Kucia saicl.. : 
~ 27' )I ~ ~
"'V. -~q~~- To 1rb11! ••rtot'e Lot 
Emergency Vahicleis ·~ 
from 3ath Sn4s 
. .,.,~: ~.,, ... ....... ..,. T-· 
1'11i~ artistic rendition depicts wh(1td1eco111pleted 111all will loo!.· lil.·e. 
Before the new mall can be 
built, the university and the city 
have a few things to take care of. 
The city will re-open Lcdgewood 
over the summer so that they can 
straighten the "S"-curveonDana 
Avenue. 
This project will start in May 
and will be finished before classes 
resume in August. "This project 
by the city will allow smoother 
driving on Dana Avenue and will 
make it safer for students to cross 
the street," Kucia said .. 
·The city will also be installing 
a watermain alongLcdgcwoocl this 
Septf•mbt!r. 
··There will be some inconve-
nience for the students as far as 
the machinery goes, but I don't 
expect it to cause a real prob-
lem," Landers said. . 
According to Hirte, once the 
Dana Avenue and the watcnnain 
projects are finished, Xavier can 
go ahead with further planning 
and fund-raising for the mall 
project. 
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Staff Edi tori al 
RSPECTIVES Hats.off 
Remember the movie "War Games," the one· 
where Matthew Broderick -gained access to a. 
classified nuclear war game? That.niovie illus-
trated that a computer error could send coun-
tries into war with each other. It opened the 
eyes of this generation to the serious threat that 
nuclear weapons have caused for decades and 
still cause today. 
The Cold War is over, but the governments 
of many countries still feel the need to hold onto 
theirpreciousnuclearweapons. Why? Because 
they are paranoid. The Soviet Union, America's 
biggest nuclear competitor, isn 'teven the Soviet 
Union anymore: Yet our government and allies 
will not disarm at a large rate because they are 
afraid of a possible surprise attack. 
Reduc1i'l! the Nuclear Da11ger: The Road 
Away from tl1e Bril1k, by McGeorge Bundy, 
Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr. and Sidney D. 
Dell, sheds a realistic light on what total clisa1·-
mament could mean for the world. 
Thi! autho1·s are all members of the Carnegie 
Commission, and they use their scientific. and 
milital'y experience to discuss the question of 
"what can really happen" short of disarma-
ment. "At least one of us has seen a thermo-
nuclear test, taken part in a nuclear crisis, 
commanded nuclPar forces, faced the q{iestions 
of presidents, played in classified nuclear war 
-games and negotiated with allies." 
Nuclear wcapous WtffC a great scientific 
hrcakthrough when di~eovercd. It is true that 
whoever possesses the most armed nuclear weap-
ons wilJ remain a rather powerful country. 
They hold the key to the destruction of the 
world. So why disarm'? 
• 
. 
' 
' 
. 
8\' ADRIENNE' JlYCllUCKI 
GUEsT cot.u~1N1s·i· · 
Attentio~ graduates: just in case you hadn't ~een 
enourrh of them alreadv, vou 'II be looking at another 
"' . . . 
Roman collar May 14. _Slated to be the graduation 
speaker is Raymond C. Baumhart, S.J., a longtime 
president at L>yola University of Chicago. 
Now don't misunderstand. Just be~ause the guy 
is a member of the.elite fraternity called the Jesuit 
priesthood is. not cause enough to write him off-
quite the contrary. However, word· has it Fr·. 
Baumhart will be discussing business ethics. 
Admittedly, we'd be putting ourselves in a pre-
carious position if we were to pan the man before 
hearing him out, but clidn 't the Reagan Era take the 
business ethics speech with it? 
There must be something more timely and ap-
pealing to talk about. Can't we hear about the 
elections in South Mrica or Clinton's domestic agenda 
or even sexual harassment instead? 
Although efforts have been made this year to 
'increase student involvement in the graduation 
speaker choice, here's a further suggestion: next 
year, make sure SCA President Aa..-on Tropmann-
receives plenty of serious' recommendations for a 
graduation speaker. Send a message about who you 
want to hear at your graduation, and what you want 
to hear about. -_;_iJ,R,P. 
'. -
would the aggressor want to destroy everything 
it set out to gain? 
Bundy, Crowe and Dell have carefully de-
vised some" Achienble Objectives for the Year 
2000." Russia and the United States must 
contiQue to reduce nuclear forces, but at a 
higher rate than previously agreed in the Stra-
tegic Arms Reduction Treaties (ST ART). The 
two countries should end up with a reasonable 
balance b~tween themselves, eliminating pos-
sible threats to each other. According to the 
book, nuclear weapons should be used only as 
a last resort of defense. One would hope that 
this obvious idea has been outlined _already in 
all of the arms reduction plans. 
There are a few good reasons to disarm. 
Anotherextr~mely important stepping stone 
on the road to disarmament is reducing the 
high level of government secrecy iri regards to 
nuclear affairs. The puh.lic needs to have an 
understanding of nuclear weapons in order to 
lessen mistrust and fear between nuclear_states. 
The book begs the U.s~ government to "take a 
conscious and active lead in such open discus-
sion." They are not asking the government- to 
release detonation codes, hut simply to give 
numbers as to howmanyofwhatexist. It would-
also he nice to inform the public of future 
building and possible tisage plans. 
First, the weaponry may encl up in the wrong 
hands, such as those of the famed psycho-
leader Saddam Hussein. Second, now that the 
Soviet Union has split up, there is the question 
of who will have control over the former 
country's weapons. There is also that fleeting 
chance that the heat between the United States 
and Russia will start hack up again. 
So far, it seems that the cou~1trics are con-
tinually. reducing the number of active \\·ar-
- heads in their possession, yet they will not get 
rid of their long range missiles, which can fly 
across the world in half an l;our. Their reason 
is that '·they arc the most s111Tivablc systemfor 
delh'ering nucleiir warheads." 
The hook m·ges the countries to reconsider 
their decision to k(!ep the missiles. It seems 
that the obvious object of a war is to gain 
control of mm·e land aml buildings. Why then 
Red,,cing tlie Nucle'ar Danger wal1ts to in-
crease puhlic awareness of nuclear weapons 
und the nl.'ed for a stronger i>ar;tnership against 
nuclear clanger. The United States has tlw 
necessary influence to encourage other nuclear 
countries to follow the same track. Why isn't 
it eager to step clown first? It is still victin1 to the 
fear of a surprise attack. 
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So much betterto bum out than to fade away 
BY DAN SIGWARD 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
What have I learned at college? Well, after four years 
I've learned a lot about literature, philosophy and sci-
ence. I've learned that eating Froot Loops for three meals 
a day isn 'tsucha bad way to make it through the semester. 
I've overcome my fear of public restrooms. I know now 
that it is nearly impossible to obtain certain information 
from a university administration that has something to 
hide. 
fail. Even beyond that, I think in some twisted way you 
have to enjoy failure in life. Failure is when you learn the 
most about yourself and the world around you. If you 
don't "love to burn," then you lose a lot of hope for the 
future. You risk becoming too cautious. 
Asking a girl out and making a total fool out of yourself 
in the process is better than never asking. I can live with 
myself after all the things I've tried and failed, but there 
are some opportunities I've had at Xavier I'll always 
regret passing up. As I graduate from Xavier and come 
one step closer to "the real world," I am trying to leave no 
room for regrets in my life. 
The summer after my freshman year at Xavier I was 
driving my cousin, who had just graduated from college, 
to our grandfather's funeral. My cousin told me that he 
learned from his college experience that no matter what 
you do, you should never turn your back on a potential 
friend. You just never have enough friends, he said. 
That bit of advice made my life the last few. years at 
Xavier happier and more exciting. No matter how many 
grea.t friends I already have, I'm always ready for more. 
I've learned that the potatoes in the cafeteria some-
times look like pig nuts, and I've been told they are almost 
as tasty. I've learned that "Brown-eyed Girl" makes large 
groups of people entirely too happy. I've learned never to 
burn my bridges. · · 
l'vealsolearnedthatyouhavetolovetoburn. l'vetold 
people "you've gotta love to burn" many times, and 
usually I've received confused stares. in return. The . 
saying, which comes from the chorus to a Neil Young song, 
means a great deal to me;. h means you can't be afraid to 
The most important thing I learned in college, how-
ever, is how to make true friends. Friends have never 
come easy for me; I'm a pretty shy person. I'm the 
youngest person in my family, and even all of my cousins 
are older than me. Mter years of Christmases and 
Thanksgiving~ as the baby in the family, I'm used to 
. exaggerations and playful lies from my relatives . .,At the 
same time, on.e of the.most valuable pieces of advice I've 
ever received came from one of my cousins. 
Let's see, is there anything else I've learned? I've 
learned that life's as easy as you make it. I've learned 
that life's still a bitch. I've learned that when your 
kneecap slips out of place and sticks off the side of your 
leg', it feels kinda funny. I've learned that many great 
practical jokes can be played in dorm bathrooms with a 
simple brownie fr~m the cafeteria. I think I'm getting a 
decent handle on when to lool:t out for others and when 
it's OK just to look out for myself. I've learned that Notre 
Dame isn't such a great place after all. Oh, and I've 
learned to be grateful to all the people who have helped 
me along the way. You know who you are. 
Racism goes 
.beyond ideology 
Letters to the editor 
Racist attitudes do not conform to the Jenee? Isn't it great to know that the best . 
categorie.s of liberal or conservative. way to show someone you-are right is to 
Rather, it is a problem we all must ac- beat him up? Isn't it great to know that 
knowledge and. fight. to solve instead of . your parents were the ones that instilled. 
·. looking for someone to blame. . ~ · these uncivilized t~oughts in, yoµ? lsn 'tit 
In the column "Llberals aren ··~doing White, unawal'.e "P,Iitici~ns have often:' fires~ to kn()W tliat:y~u a!'~ going to teach . 
minorities any favors'' [Aprlf ll], J~sse atteinptedto"sol~eblacks'problems"and your kids the same "morals" that your 
Lahey used Rush Limbaugh's latest book, the problems of all mbiority races without parents taught you? 
an undoubtedly reliable and unbiased being aiert to what really needs to be done I will give you the benefit of the doubt in 
source, to convince ·us of the evils of 811 for effective change. A greater communi- saying that you appeared to turn out fine 
liberals by depicting Bill Clinton as a bla- cation between all people is necessary for from the sheer abuse that was taught in 
tant racist. At the same ~e, he seeks ·to useful changes to occur. Clinton has been your household. You in return must give 
present the true Umbaugh as an angel moving in that direction. Although what me the benefit of the doubt when I tell you 
harassed by flag-burning demons and he has done is relatively modest compared that you .were lucky! 
"femi-nazi" witches. to the great societal changes which need to Most. kids, when they 're abused, will 
Lahey' s proof of Clinton's racist beliefs · occur to end racism, one only has to lookat retaliate on the innocent for one reason or 
centers on the fact that Clinton mentioned ~ur past two presidential wonders, Ge0rge another. They may do this because they 
the race of Representative John Conyers Bush and Ronald Reagan, to appreciate cannot let their anger out against their 
while making a joke about Limbaugh's the steps Clinton has been making in race parents for fear that they will, in return, 
intolerance of all minorities. Pouting over relations. give them what you call "the responsibility 
Mission th~ 
supporters 
The Xavier Students who have joined 
the. llnilet1S1ate3 ·ciliJseii.f EkCtiom 01>-
3erver Mu3ion (USCEOM) to El Salvador 
. would like to thank the following for their 
generous financial support: The Jesuit 
Community, Student Senate, Student Ac-
tivities Council, Religious Development 
Office, Student Development Office, X. U. 
Faculty, individual contributors and the 
craft sale supporters. 
We would also like to thank all of those 
groups and individuals who generously 
provided us with the necessary assistance 
to organize this trip: The Dorothy Day 
House, Tire Xavier NeUJsUJire, Programs 
for Peace &Justice and the Peace Studies the incident, Limbaugh, color-blind a'nd Near the middle of his column, Lahey that every parent should [give]." Since 
prejudice-free, implies that he would never asks the question; "What am I getting they cannot make their parents mad, they Committee. 
take part in such blatant racism. Unforti.1- at ... ?" I can only hope that when Lahey return to the innocent with drive-by Thanksalsotoanyonewhocontrihuted 
natcly, Lahey must not be as prejudice- finds himself confronted by that question shootings, random acts of violence or de- but whose names we did not mention· The 
f1;ec as his guru, fof:.Ji few paragraphs Iajer in the future, he will realize it as a sign to stroying property. mission promises to be an incredibly valu-
he quotes from two"cconomists, purposely stop rather than continue spouting forth Other kids may feel that they have lost able and exciting experience, a~d we look 
stating their race. Suddenly skin color has his rashly thought-through ideas. a sense of.power over themselves. They forward to sharing our stories with every-
relevancy when one is explainingeconori1ic Stephanie Moes will retaliate in the same types of situations one when we return. 
points? Junior just to let people know that they are in Matthew Eisen 
Lahey goes on to contend that "lihc1·- · contl'OI. Jessica Garlock 
als" who supportaffinnative action pro- u th d' These two examples are shown in court Dr. Irene Hodgson 
grams and who are aware and fight to se e ro I cases a cotrntless number of times. There Nancy_Stevens 
make others aware of pe1·som1l and ins ti tu- have been many insanity pleas that go back 
tional racism are the greatest barriers to abuse the child to the person's childhood to uncover that 
ending racism in our country. Are they the abuse in the family was the person's" 
really mon• racist than tho.~e who want to It no longel' amazes me why ther·e is the reason for acting in an uncontrollable way. 
t•scape any responsibility frir nu1· racist ,·inlence that is seen throughout society Mr. Hale. I'm not going to tell you how 
society by placing t Ire hlam!' nn ntltel's and today. 1 t usl'd to !Jc 111i11d-boggling to to raise ymlr ldds. That is none of my 
hy denying that racism still exists? Are ima:,,rinc where all this came from. How- business. 1 will tell you, however, that lam 
these''"liberals" truly more dangerous than ever, Scott Hale's column "Past parental going to hate teaching my kids how to 
those who deny that centuries of hatred discipline pays present day dividends" defend themselves against kids that grew 
Sarah Finke 
Andy Hutzel 
Martin Eisen 
Charles Silva 
and discrimination do result in continued [April 20] pointed the reason out to me. up in your household. :/i1i11sYloiiJ'e/.:'11di//YJW~///ire'/es~ri/e; 
discrimination against people of color in (sn't it' great to know that you were Matt Bronsil }j)~'.f.,'f£f;}FiJ~i/ii(/.Ji,:jJ///;J[/Jjjjf{/ji;fiJjS. 
our nation today? raised to solve your problems with vio- Junior, St. Xavier High School · ·····• ' ' •••••• •,<•::::•":••••: . ·· ·•·• · ••. 
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The selection process for the 1994 Valedictorian is over, but in all the addresses one theme is constant: 
. . 
Their time has come 
Tanuni Thullen, College of Arts and Sciences, 
1994 Valedictorian 
BY AMY HELMES 
THE X,wrnn NEWS\VIHE 
On the morning of May M, senior 
Tammi Tlmllcn will be ending her 
career at Xavier by presenting the 
valedictory address to her fellow 
graduates at the commencement 
ceremony in the Coliseum. 
Tluillcn was one of six graduating 
senim·s who were nominated to become 
valedictorian for earning a four point 
GPA whiJc at Xavier. 
For Thullcn, being chosen from that 
group of six for such an honor cloesn 't 
even seem i·cal. 
"When I found out [ would be 
valedictorian, I was excited and a little 
·· .... 
scared. I couldn't believe it," she said. ThuUen is hard at working searching for 
Originally from Cincinnati, Thullcn an employment opportunity. 
came lo Xavier hccause she wanted to "Right now; I'm looking for a job in 
stay Close to home. After touring the public relations or marketing. J haven't 
campus, however, Thullcn was im- had much success, hut I'm still look-
prcsscd by her personable tour guide ing," she said. 
and the friendly atmosphere which With a perfect fom· point GPA, one • 
seemed to pervade the campus. It was might think Thullcn stmlics day and 
at this point when Thullen realized she night. In reality, Thullcn finds time in 
was really going to enjoy her time as a her busy schedule to take sibrn language 
student atXavicr. classes. She also enjoys going to 
Thullcn has served as vice president bookstores arid spending time with 
of the D 'Arta.gnan Senior Senice children. 
Society, has been a campus ambassador "I enjoy any opportunity to be 
for Muskics'.Own Recruitment Effort, . around kids," said Thullcn. 
and is a mc.mhcr of Alpha Sib'111a Nu, the ThuUcn said the key to her success at 
Jesuit Honor Society. Xavier has been organization and being 
Graduating with a major in English, able to balance time and plan ahead. 
(lholo by Megan Miller 
Tommi Timi/ell ivas selected to be 
t/1e 1994 Valedictoriall 
Barbara Alexa.0.de'r, College of Business Administration 
~. ·. . . : ~. ' . ' ' . 
I stand before you this clay as a representative of the 
Xavier graduating class of 1994. It is amazing thalthis clay · 
has arrived, yet the time from entering the first class has 
passed remarkably fast. Each of us entered the university 
with an abundance of dreams, hopes and insecurities. I 
know I did. Now as we leave we ask, what have we 
achieved, who are we now, where arc we going, arc we 
ready? 
lnitialJy, we all felt some trepidation, questioned what 
we were doing here and whether we would succeed. For 
some it meant leaving home and famiJy, adjusting to 
independence. For me; it was the liurden of coming late 
to. an undergraduate dcgr·cc and balancing work, home 
and family with the course load I had chosen. Each new 
semester started with uncertainty, challenges of the un-
known. \Vould we be able to accomplish our individual 
goals? As each semester pass~d, we became more confi-
dent as we were introduced to yet another facet of our 
abilities. Our fears ahatcd and we gained in knowledge 
and stature. We could look around us and find new 
avenues of interest, new friends and new awareness of the 
surrounding community. \V call llad in common a unified 
goal... to pcrscyere. 
The pursuit of knowledge has always b~cn a strong 
motivating force in my life. \Ve found here at Xavier a 
wealth of available knowledge. \Ve found other students 
who shared our desires to learn and we found the suppor·t 
and assistance of faculty and staff as we strove to reach our 
goals. W c found ourselves gaining in conficlcncc and self-
cstccm. As we interacted within the student body, we. 
found agonies as well as joys. Some classes were over-
whelming and we questioned whether it was worth the 
effort. 
In retrospect I can only say yes. The beauty of 
education is that it is the one thing in life that can never be 
taken away from you. \Ve of the class of '94 have attained 
wit.h great effort and sacrifice the achievement of a college 
education. \V ecan now say that we KNOW: we know what 
we don't know, but we know how to find out. Yet, as 
Elbert lhibhard once said, "Goel will not look to you for 
medals, degrees, or diplomas but for scars." God will look 
to us; we have accomplished a great deal. \V c have met our 
personal challenges, we will be awarded our diplomas. 
\V c have won them with scars, our sacrifices, the .sacrifice 
· of working while having to study and take finals, the 
sacrifice of sleep, the sacrifice of a social life in order to 
meet deadlines for assibrnccl projects. 
One asks if there is truJy a benefit from these sacrifices. 
\Vhat has been clone to prepare us for our next adventure 
in life? 
Our ability to react with our fellow students in the 
classroom, through community service, and socially has 
allowed us to miriglc with a diverse body of students. We 
have learned to manage diversity and seek the inner value 
of those we meet who have varied hackgrounds and 
personalities. The term paper deadlines have only paral-
leled the real lifC deadlines that. we will be asked to 
accomplish. The respect or cooperation of the professors 
and our ability to work for; an.cl with them has enriched our 
abilities to work with our superiors and advisors in the 
work place. Our involvement in community service has 
created an awareness of the world around us and our duty 
to ourselves and others to make it a better place. \Villiar~r 
James said, "The greatest discovery of my generation is 
that human beings can alter their lives by altering their 
attitudes of mind." Xavier has allowed us to par·ticipate 
within a nurturing and and supportive atmosphere in a 
great mind altm·ing cxpcr·icncc. \V c have met the 
challeng'~ of perseverance, learned the virtue of 
patience and the attribute of tolerance and 
achieved the goal of accomplishment. \Ve havt? 
learned how to learn. We have learned that for 
every right we cherish we have a duty to per-
form, fore\•cry good we wish to preserve Wt! have 
to sacrifice comfort and case. . 
We leave X1n·ier full of douhts, yet we leave 
with a firm foundation in the power to think, to 
reason, and thus to mo\·e forward. Lear1ii11g 
will not cease for us at this ceremony. It is permissible to 
doubt. Albert Guerard said, "Doubt is thought and 
thought is life. Systems which end doubt arc devices for 
the drugging of thought." The environment at Xavier has 
enabled us to question and to doubt. It has made it 
possible for us to question what life is as we aim for what 
can be. Bertrand Russell said," In all affairs it's a healthy 
thing now and then to hang a question mark on the things 
you have taken for granted." W c arc ready to face this 
challenge. We arc prepared for the future, grounded 
firmly in the mores of our Jesuit education. 
As I close I would like to leave you with a quote that 
to me epitomizes our graduates of today, be they 22 
or 50 .. It was said by Charles Kettering: 
"I expect to spend the rest of my life in 
the future, so I want to he reasonably 
certain of what kind of future it's 
going to be." 
Xavier has given us the 
ability to deal with the 
future and hopefully 
·leave itthc better· 
for our hcing 
a part of 
it. 
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Patricia Matlack, College of Business Administration 
Good morning and a warm welcome to Xavier 
University's 1994 graduates, their families, and friends .. 
To quote from one of my favorite authors in the 
opening sentence of A Tale of]it,·o Citks: "It was the best 
of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, 
it was the age of foolishness ... " 
It is the best of times because each of us graduating 
today has fulfilled a commitment. we made to oi1rselves 
and to our families. This achievement is both a personal 
and family milestone. We studied and worked hard to 
attain this goal. However, let u·s not forget our families 
who were there by our side to lift us up during times of self-
douht, despair, and frustration. The familial uplifting of 
the spirit made our journey easier to complete. I want to 
take this opportunity to personally thank my family. I 
could not have made it here today without their love and 
support. 
As we entered our senior year, our thoughts turn·ed to 
finding that perfect job. I congratulate those of you .soon 
to enter the work force. For those of you continuing to 
seek that elusive job, maintain your drive and focus: Pray 
as though everything depended on God, then work, as 
though everything depended on you. Your job is out 
there! 
As I briefly mentioned earlier (with the help of Mr. 
Dickens) this is also the worst of times. Our society and 
country has many serious problems. Poverty, drug abuse, 
child abuse, homelessness, AIDS, and environmental 
_pollution arc just soine of. the problems destroying our 
country today. Themorai and ethic fiber, upon which this 
country was founded, is being torn apart. But there is 
hope. Every graduate has the power to stop the decay. 
How? 
As we enter the .work force, we need to remember our . 
education docs not stop here. We need to focus our 
energies and talents on our professions, our communities, 
and ourselves. We need to give our employers our per-
sonal best. Quality performance should influence our 
every action in the hopes of delivering quality products 
and services which. customers really want and need: ·Let 
your actions be a positive influence on your co-workers. 
We need to think of our co~niunities. God has given us 
our talents and intellect. Let's use our talents and intellect 
to give something back to God, by serving our communi-
ties and families. Be an acth·e member of your church. 
Volunteer at a hospital, help that elderly couple in the 
neighborhood who can no longer physically and/or finan-
cially maintain their property, or support that young 
adult who desperately needs someone to care about them 
and believe in them. Let our communities see God in us. 
Lastly, we need to think about ourselves. We need to 
- continue our emotional, spiritual, and mental growth. 
Educa~ion is a journey that should last a lifetime. This 
graduation is not an end, but a milepost on that journey. 
The knowledge we have worked so hard to acquire is not 
wisdom. Knowledge, mingled with understandingoftruth, 
humility, and experience yields wisdom. Let humility 
moderate our success to keep us from acting foolishly. 
As we depart today: "May the road rise to meet you. 
May the'-wind be always at your back. May the sun shine 
warm upon your face, the rains fall soft upon your fields 
and, until we meet again, ~iay God hold you in the palm of 
his hand/' Congratulations graduates! 
Heidi Lyn Rauch, College of A.rts C111d Sciences 
We are living in an era of tremendous change. It is a 
cliche, but when you stop to think about it, it really is true. · 
The following is just a small sample of what has happened . 
in our world and in our local communities in the past four 
years. We watched. closely as the Soviet Union dis-
mantled. We held our breaths in fear as Los Angeles was 
. ripped apart by the most violent riot of all time. Some of 
us experienced the wrath of natural disaster as the Great 
Flood of '93 took over the midwest. Some of us experi-
enced first-hand what it is like to defend one's country as 
the United States went to war in the Pe1·sian Gulf. We 
glued our eyes to our televisioi.s as Magic Johnson stunned 
the world with the revelation that he has HIV. 
On a happier note, we saw the Reds win another World 
Series yet saw the Bengals have their worst season ever. 
We watched as Terry Anderson returned home to his 
family after ~even years as a hostage in Lebanon. Some of 
us voted in our first presidential elections. All of these 
things have affected some of us and some ha\•e affected all 
of us. 
We have been called Generation X because we don't 
have an identity. Because we have been.misguided by the 
idealism of our parents and our grandparents. Because 
we don't know what we want to be when we "grow up." 
When you think of all we have had to deal with in just the 
past four years, it is no wonder we are a little confused. 
This world is moving so quickly there isn't time for us to 
figure ~ut what it is we really want out of life. How can 
we even begin to make sense out of the world, when what 
is going on around us doesn't make sense? 
For the past four years we have been learning how to 
gei along in the world. We are taught how to think 
critically, we are made to study other religious tradi-
tions, we are given the opportunity to study a foreign 
language and we are forced to look at the history of 
humankind. Our liberal arts education provides us with 
a magnificent base with which to face the world. Yet as 
we leave school, we begin to ask ourselves, "What does 
this have to do With·ho,w I live my life?" The answer is 
simple. Nothing. · 
Don't misunderstand. A liberal arts education is a 
wonderful tool. It helps us to understand the reasons 
, behind certain world events. : It helps us to make better 
decisions. It might even g~t us a job. What it will not do 
for us is help us to figure out our place in this world. It will 
not make sense out of the tragedies which we observe 
daily. That is for us alone to handle. 
A better identity than Generation X might be Genera-
tion Individual. We don't have to know what we want to 
do when we "grow up." We each, as individuals, need to 
get in touch With who we are as individuals and not as a 
collective group. We have to put together what we have 
gained from our family values, our formal education and 
our real life experiences in order to really make it in the 
world. 
Life is too short to he preoccupied with whether we fit 
in or not. lt is our mission to make the bestoutof each day. 
We can't think too far ahead because we have seen how 
many things can change in four short years. We must each 
take advantage of how rewarding life can be. 
Julie A. Bishop, College of Arts cind Sciences 
Students and faculty of Xavier, family, and friends: 
There are few true milestones in life. Today we have . 
come together as students to take note, and to celebrate 
the journey that has brought us to this point. 
lt has not been an easy journey. There were many 
times the costs seemed too high and we felt as though the 
sacrifice was too great. Perseverance was learned. We 
had to search our inner selves for the sta·en{,rth to continue 
in our pursuit. 
The graduates that arc here today are the survivors of 
a journey that has tested academic as well as personal . 
strength. lt is fitting to celehmte such a milestone. We 
lum~ all earned the l'ight to stop and look back. 
Each one of us began at Xavier with a personal vision. 
With time, we acquired a sense of belonging and commit-
ment to Xavier's ideals. \Vu perceived Xavier's missim1 of 
high ethical and moral stauclards. \Ve hencfittecl from its . 
supportive learning environment, which aided all of us in acc1tiired in our youth, and have continued to acquire in 
the development of self-understanding and interpersonal our education. Our acquired values have become who we 
development. These qualities were bestowed on us through are, and will be our basis in our future life's decisions. We 
om· day-to-day participation in Xavier's culture. have been fortunate to have had the opportunity to have 
Our vision encouraged us to become committed to a been pro.vided a solid foundation. 
goal and once we developed this commitment, we found We have also been fortunate to have had caring teach-
that we were guided in our actions. Commitment elimi- ers and advisors who have gone further than necessary to 
natcd our self-doubt, gav~ us a sense of purpose, and become mentors. We realize that Without their inspira-
aUowcd us to accept our failures; It helped us emerge from lion our success would not have been possible. 
an insecure fceliitgof"Will I be a hie tosucceecl?"to "What : Today is ·not the encl of a journey. The journey should 
can I contribute?" It gave us success in rcachingcmr goals,· , not have an end. Our education has supported us in our 
enhanced our personal relationships, and led us to a. · ·lmrsuit of knowledge, encour~ged us in our personal 
strong pursonal development. h has showi1 us that we are ... growth, and in the cfovelopment of high moral and ethical 
the architects mul directors ofour own· lives. That it-is not' standards. It has preparec!. us to continue our journey 
a special skill cir a talent that we·need to succeed; but an · following the same· standanl of excellence. So let us 
. inherent quality that i:~ each one of us. ·continue the journey, e\'er mindful that without God's 
Our vision is based on our own values that we have Providence, success and happiness cannot be attained. 
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Patricia S. Woeste, College of Arts and Sciences 
We gather today only because we have reached a 
crossroads. W~ arc celebrating not only the end of one leg . 
of our life's journey, hut also the beginning of a new one. 
Our education clocs not end with commencement, hut 
through all our tomorrows will come the realization that 
learning is a lifelong process. Some of the greatest lessons 
l have learned have come, not froin text hooks, hut from 
the challenges I have encountered along the way. 
I have learned to appreciate lo\'t!, \X'hcn 111y pe1·so11al 
journey led me to study at Xavier I realized that I would 
miss many Sunday night Euchre games with 111~· husband 
and our six sons. It also meant that my family would ha vc 
to take over the household managcnwnt. During tht~ last 
nine y1;ars they have load1~d the dishwasher hundreds of 
times, folded thousands of sheets and towels. and have 
eaten lots of pizza whil1! I purs1ied my studies. 
I read Plato al a Kinks concert at Hivcrhcnd, I worked 
math problems at their socccl' games, ·and I ovcrnighr 
expressed a sociology exam written on a lap top computer 
charing a vtication in Florida. Our family has learned 
together that luv1! requires hard work, sacrific1~, anrl 
commitment. h means gh'ing those we care ahout the 
freedom to pursue their loftiest goals. My fondest hope is 
that my. children understand my need, while they were 
growing up, to pursue a dream which comes true today. 
Today's celebration is as much a tribute to my husband's 
perseverance as it is to my own. We have learned what it 
· means to be one for others. 
I have learnc~I to listen. \Ve live in a world of hight-tech 
interaction. W c can communicate globally with the touch 
of a button. I have learned, however, that the most 
impm·tant language is not a comjmter language such as 
BASIC, or FOHTRAN, but human language. The great-
est interactive challenge is not whether you access the data 
base directly from the mainframe or through a modem, 
hut how to make the human connection. 
I have learned to listen to tlw joy of living through the 
voice of my three-year-old granddaughter. She has helped 
me reground my own faith in a higher power. As she 
squeals with delight at the sight of a bluebird with he1· 
finger hdd out, inviting him to land, I am reminded that 
miracles still happen, that anything is possible. When she 
says goodnight to the man in the moon and good morning 
to Ms. Sunshine, she re1i1inds me that there is order in the 
universe and with t!Vcry dawn springs hope for a bet1c1· 
tomorrow. 
I have learned lo listen to the laughter. It would have 
lwcn diffkult, if not impossible, to he here today without 
maintaining a sense of humor. Fortunately, my kids, with 
a little help from their dad, taught me tu laugh at myself. 
As the only female in the household, I_ have frequently 
hccn the target of their practical jokes. l ha vc learned tha I 
laugf.1ter is the rudder of life which keeps us on m1 even 
keel.. 
I Jmve learned to listen to the silence. Living in a home 
scv~11 competing male voices, slamming doors, a harking 
clog~ a sctw!ching parrot, and windows vibrating to the 
heat of a thirteen piece Pearl. drum set has made lilt) 
appreciate how crucial it is to take time ot~t for quiet 
reflection, to create peace from within. , '·•·' ·· · 
I have lc.arnecl about determirmtimi in a m~st s1;rpr·is-
ing way. This past year I volunteered to tutor a young 
woman so that she can earn her GED. She has three young 
children and, for her, life has been anything hut easy. Slw 
,. 
wants desperately to make a better life for her family. She, 
and people like her, arc the real heroes who work against 
all odds to meet Life's challenges. 
And I have lcarnc<I to listen to pain. I have bandaged 
many a bruised knee when my children were young, many 
a hruised ego when they were teenagers, and even tried to 
help mend a couple of broken hearts when one son went 
through a divorce and another lost two unborn children. 
And we consoled each other when we said goodbye to my 
dad for the last time in the spring of 1992. 
\Vh~n I graduated from high school my grandfather 
handed me a plain white envelope. Inside was one sheet 
of ruled white pape1·. In the center of the page, written in 
heavy black ink in my grandpa's beautiful bold scripL 
I "S I ·1··· " 'l'J . I . wc1·e two wore s: moot 1 sat mg. mt was t 11rty years 
ago, aml I know now that life is not always "smooth," that 
there are detours and potholes along the way. But I have 
learned that in spite of all its pitfalls, life is a cycle of the 
celebration of its triumphs along with the acceptance of its 
tragedies. Life, like.a patchwork quilt, can he a work of 
art. Jt's the blending together of some ordinary pieces for 
the basic pattern, adding several bright patches for excite-
ment; and a few dark ones for contrast. 
In studying philosophy we learned that justice is hard 
to define. Injustice, however, is easily recognized. \Ve see 
it in the faces of the poor, the homeless, and the ahuscd. 
Hopefully, our .Jesuit education will become a ·wake-up 
call, a call to respond to the interactive network of life, to 
make the human connection, to be one for others. 
Today I wish us all a lifetime of learning, listening, 
laughter, and love. And I wish all of you, "Smooth 
Sailing." 
Heather D. Kiefer, College of Arts and Sciences 
Dist.inguishcd guests, member~ of the faculty, family, 
friends, and fellow graduates: 
Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote, "Life is our clictio-
·nary." Beyond serving as our dictionary, it would seem 
to me that each of our lives is like a manuscript which is· 
always being added to, and yet always ineomplt!tc. The 
first page began with our entrance into the world. These 
early chapters were prepared by our parents and the cast 
of characters was small. As we grew up, our family may 
have expanded to include younger siblings, or perhaps 
this was the time when we made our first friendships. 
Either way, the number of people who touched our lives, 
and thereby entered into the next chapters of our text, 
was increasing. 
When we entered school, another important group of 
fi~'11res assumed their place in th1! development of 0111· 
futures. Teachers, like our parents, edited thecontm1t of 
tht! unfolding manuscript and shaped each new chapter. 
With our graduation from high school, the cast of char-
acters in om· hook shifted as oM friends fmfod into 
memory and new friends took their place. College life 
provided us with i1 lot of 1ww material fur the 1wxt 
chapters-new friends, new teachers, and for some of us, 
1ierha11s a new city and state. 
Today, with our graduation from Xavier University, 
a chapter of our ongoing composition has closed. But as 
in all great books, the rcnwmhrance of the previous 
clrnptcrs is critical to the next chapter. A 11irwh!c11th 
century English religious figure, .Joseph Parker, once 
said, "Our yesterdays follow us; they constitute om· life, 
and they give us character and fo1·ce· meaning to our 
present deeds." .lust so, we· must ncvc1· forget the experi-
ence and wisdom we have gained during our years at 
Xavier. 
Looking hack on our lh't>s thus far, we may recognize 
clements of comedy, mystt!ry, drama, and mayhe unfor-
tunately tragedy in outtext, anti yt!t all have heen neces-
sary clements in making; us the individuals we arc today. 
Until nuw we have lranscrihcd our ma1111scripls umler the 
watchful and knowlcdgeahle gaze of parents a111I teach-
ers, but for mi111y uf us the next chapter will t!:'j"1Jy be our 
own creation in our own words. Still, we offer our thanks 
to family and friends who have been so instrumental in 
leading us to where we are today. 
The world of today .is constantly changing and vastly 
different from what we may have expectecl it to bccom~. 
The encl of the Co lei War has not ushered in an era of 
international peace, for tensions in some areas of the 
world continue to mount. The competing forces of frag-
mentation ancl intcrclcpenclencc are plaguing the former 
Soviet Union, ancl the old ethnic animosities that have 
been unleashed in the former Yugoslavia seem virtually 
hevond restraint. Within our own nation we face daunt-
ing problems. such as violence, cultural tensions anti 
economic strains. lmlccd, we face many challenges in the 
world today, but with a spirit of determination, we must 
directly confront these difficulties. They will not solve 
themselves if we rciimin idle and mcrclv wait for a solution 
to present itself. Tht> sm!ccss~vc chapters of our text will 
commemorutc huw well we respond to overcoming anti 
sol\'ing these ohstacles. 
The time lms conw for us to take up the tasks which the 
future presents to us. ,\s Shakespeare saicl, "Defer no 
tinw; delays hi1vc dangerous ends." Tomorrow beckons. 
What will IJf' writt~n on the next page ol' your life? 
Congratulations to all for what we ha\'e achieved thus 
far, and a wish that each of our numu.~cl'ipts when com-
pleted be counted among the remembered classics of our 
time. 
. . 
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PORTS 
Muskie.baseball in.good position 
Realistically, according to head coach .John Morrey, the 
Xavier Musk~tccrs should be a .500 baseball team right 
now. 
Also r.calistically, however, they could be a lot worse than 15c27. 
On the heels of a late-inning loss at lmliana State and a rolt~ as 
batting practice for Kentucky, one couJd easily have fathomed 
losing four straight last weekend to a Detroit Mercy s(1uad fresh off 
an upset of Michigan Stai~; .Instead, the Muskies salvaged what 
could have been a horrific .. road trip and took two of four in the 
Motor City, keeping tl_1cm_amidst the pack in the MCC standings at 
4-6. 
Starting pitcher Chris Stalets was up to the task in 
Sa.turday's doubleheader ope1wr, rebounding from a first-
inning run to hold the· T~tans through four innings. ·Xavier· 
tied the game in the to1)· o( the fifth on a Mark Clary single 
scoring Chuck Crocker; before a one-nm bottom of the 
fifth and two-run sixth _scaled a 4-l Muskie loss. 
Defensive as game one was, the two lineups surpassed.· 
those run totals after one inning of the second game, a nine-
in nin" cat-and-mouse chase that saw only two scoreless 
. 0 . 
frames, 29 total hits. and eight combined errors. .Jeff 
Ho.Icomh and Scan W es_t hit two home runs. apiece·, while 
Crocke1· and Keith Oerther each homered once, and Vince 
Fiore and Brandon _DcVault squelched late-inning Titan 
rallies for a 23~18 victory. 
Once again in Sunday's first game the Muskies found themselves 
behind early, as hits off starter Fiore plus five Xavier errors led to 
a 5-1 deficit through three. Instead of. nipping at tht• lead, the 
Muskies wiped it out and pulled away in swift fashion, as a Mike Sak 
pinch-hit grand slam paced a five-nm fourth and four-nm fifth. 
Chuck Rudolph was a perfect 4-4 with three runs, and Oerther 
slapped another solo homer to earn Fiore the complete game ll-6 
win. . 
If the Muskies were going- to have a chance to take three 
of four games, they would again have to come from behind, 
as the Titans broke out in Sunday's nightcap off starter Jim 
Elliott, the season-long setup man making his first start 
in ~early a year, for leads of 7-0 and 9-2. Behind two hits 
around from Oerther, \Vest, Sak and A1·ic Burkhart plus a 
two-run Crocker double, the Muskies put the tying run to 
the pllltc in the top of the ninth Lefore fin~lly relenting in 
a 10-7 defeat. 
Morrey was satisfied with the split. "It was good 
because ~c bounced. back," he said. "\Ve just hammered 
the ball the last three .games." 
The weekend series served as the climax to a six-game! 
road trip that began last Tuesday in Terre Haute. Starter 
·Bobby Bevel had a wild outing, walking nine despite 
striki~g out seven on ten hits. Down 4-l after tlll'ee, 
Rudolph led the Musketeer assault with a double and three 
RBI to tic the game at four and fi\'e ull. The Sycamores, 
howe\'cr, returned the favor with a pa_ir of runs in the 
eighth for a 7-5 Muskie loss. Wednesday's trip to Lexing-
ton proved a strong close of medicine, as fi\'c errors and 
eight team. walks.op;cn~"~L.the door for tlrn Wildcats' 18-2 
rout. . . ·'·. · -.~7-. ';'. i .. 
Toclav the Muski~s'.'arc i1t 'home befon.• summcr hrcak, 
• . ..... · . .;- .. -.r.··~..... . 
with a· 3 p~m. ·ga,111_9 'at"~ll~yd.cn Field against Wright State. 
After a weekend ::s·erics;~af-a· decent Butler squad, Xavier 
returns h'6ine Ma}118"·cfot 110-1>11 twin-bills against cellar 
dweller· LaSalle. 
. ..... 
. ·-· 
courlc8y of Spor18 Information 
S~niors Michl/el Z11/io.-r, Jaso11 Woods mid Colleei11J1ifJY have piayed their last set.~for Xavier:~ te1111is 
tel/ms. Their strei1gth and motivation 011 a11d off the court has paved a path for lle~:t year :Steam. 
XU seniors make last volley 
BY KIPP HANJ,EY 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIHE 
Th~ '93-'94 Xavier men's and 
women's tennis teams we re com-
prised mainly of youngsters wi!h 
loads of potcntial."lfowever, the 
ghw that. held th~ team together 
this year were three seniors. XU 
bicls a fond farewell to·Michael 
Zilliox, Jason Woods, and Col-
leen Duffy. 
"W c will miss them deeply,'' 
said. Coach .Jim Brockhoff. · 
Team captains Zilliox aml" 
\Voocls led the men's team to a 
solid 15-10 '94 record. Zilliox 
played at the number one singles 
position whilf) Woods comhinecl 
with Tony Mohwish as the 
Muskies number two douhlcs 
team. Zilliox had a tremendous 
career with the Muskies that m-
clucled important victories at 
Morehead State· and Youngs-
town State. 
Zilliox was not only top gun 
in singles hut he was the emo-
tional leader of the team. 
"Mike was. always there for 
you when you wcrcplayinghad," 
said Jt~nior Tony Mohwish. 
Jason Woods was also very 
dependable on the court. He was 
a stead)· doubl~s· player with a 
killc1· service return. He and 
Mohwish had several kev vieto-
. -· . . . 
ries including a tremendotis win 
at the Bowling Green tournament 
this year. 
Both Zilliox and Woods· at-
tl'ihute their stlece~s·. at Xavier 
Univcrsitv to the heated 
'compct~tio.n they saw in their re-
specti vc high schools. Zilli«;>x 
was an· Ohio. state singles fi-
nalists while Woods played 
on a dominant high school. 
team in· Columbus that pro-
duced eight division one col-
lege playc1·s. 
"I knew it was going to be hard 
coming in," said Woods," How-
ever, I already knew abo~1t the 
prcssur·c of big matches." · 
Team captain Colleen 
Duffy also departs this year 
after helping lead the youth -
laden women's team to their 
third consecutive second 
place finish at the MCC tour-
nament. Duffy, who J>layed 
the number. three singles .po-
sition and number one doubles 
position this year, was a fi-
nalist in both singles and 
doubles in her four year stint 
at XU. Her· hig~est highlight 
this year came when she and Me-
li~s~ Beemen took the de-
.ciding. matches against both 
·Evansville anCI Appalachia 
State. 
In Duffy, Xavi_er loses a very 
powerful player.with a very good 
return of service. However, the 
most ifnportant "role that Duffy 
played was the team role mocleL 
"She always placed the team 
above the in.d.ividual," said Coach 
Brockhoff. 
Mclissrt"Bccmcn, agreed, say-
ing, "Colleen was the spirit of the 
team. She always made the others 
feel welcome.'" 
Also, all three seniors ex-
cellccl at academics and 
.ext racircular activies. Both 
Michael Zilliox and Jason 
Woods were on th~ Athletic 
Uirector's academic lisC 
·while Colleen Duffy won- the 
Leadership Award for Xavier 
athletics. 
It's easy to sec the contri-
butions that this ti·io has ac-
complished both on and off 
the court over there four 
vears at Xavier Univcrsfry. 
. . . 
"We couldn't have asked more 
frori1 them," said Coach 
Brockhoff. 
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Se11wr David vo11 Haf!/ell tees it up 1i1 Ids last. to11r11ame11t as 
a Musl.~eteer. · 
Seniors devour competition · 
BY KIPP HANl,EY 
TiIEXA VIERN EWSWIIIB 
The five seniors on the 
Xavier men's golf team won 
their first tournament as 
freshmen after Coach Doug 
Steiner bet them dinner if 
they they just finished in 
the top th1·cc. However, in 
their last appearance in a 
Xavier uniforn~, ·this hun-
gry b~nch would need no 
such motivation. 
This past Monday the 
.Muskies beat out the likes of 
Eastern Michigan, Indiana, 
and Notre Dame, shooting a 
two round total of 600 to 
win the first official Xavier 
Invitational. 
"I was very happy with the 
way we shot today," said Coach 
Dotig Steiner. 
Xavier was .led by sopho-
more Jimmy Zcttler's 
oustanding rounds of 71 and 
7 5. . " . 
Zettler was backed up 
nicely by s~niors David von 
Haefcn and . ·. iaso~ 
Riedmillc~'s rounds ·of 148 
and 151, respectively. 
However, t.he highlight 
of the tournament came from 
junior Jon Sweeten. His un-
believable eagle on the fourth 
hole prnpcllcd him to an out-
standing front nine of 34 dur-
ing the morning round. 
It was an appropriate end-
ing for the seniors to a great 
collegiate career. 
In their years. at XU, the 
seniors' successes arc evi-
denced in more than just the 
four consecutive MCC tour-
nament trophies. It has 
brought a totally different at-
titude to the Xavier golf pro-
gram in general. 
A big reason for this was 
the coaching of Doug Steiner. 
According to the team, not 
o'nly is Steiner a good re-
cruite1· but he is an excellent 
motivator. 
"He really set high goals 
for us as freshmen and tried 
to motivate us as much as he 
could," said senior Chris 
Wulf eek. 
Senior John Ritter agreed, 
saying, "We didn't want to let 
down our teammates." 
Xavier golf has made remark-
able strides under the leadership 
of these seniors. Just ask Eastern . 
Michigan or the rest of the MCC 
conference. 
Please, support the . 
DrakeJevy renewal. 
·i 
Vote· 
Where would you turn if someone you love suffers a stroke, 
a spinal cord injury, or needs a ventilator? Drake Center 
is here for all of us in Hamilton County ... just in case. 
Heacl-;-up, efficient management has enabled Drake to do more, with less. 
A vote l10R issue 2 puts money back in your pocket 
hy cutting the Drake property tax by 10%. 
That's right, a vote FOR issue 2 is 
a vote FOR a 10% tax cut! 
Please, support the Drake le\y renewal. 
Please, vote FOR is~ue 2. 
1'.\111 fOH R\' CITl7.f.X.~ fOH DltW: tl'.\Tf.H 
Tc~· F.. Moure. l~o;cl .. Tn.·.a.~un'f, ISi Wi'!il ti:ilhr.U1h KirJJ, Clncinn;ui. Ohio -1;!~(1 
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All right, kiddies, we have a bunch' of stuff for you to go buy. 
.. Recently out is Pink Floyd's new one entitled Tlie Division Bell. It 
kinda sounds like the pleasantries they had in the "Wish You Were 
Here" years. And no, Roger Waters is not playing with them ... 
Henry Rollins and The Rollins Band have a new one coming out 
called Weight. I have only listened to it a few times and it sounds 
really tight. I think they're in Brazil or Japan or something, but 
look for them in the near future ... If that ain't your speed check 
out the folky, rocky, funny, steady, crazy House of Large Sizes. 
. They have anew one coming outcalled iffy Ass-Kicld11g Life. It has 
·that drip dry cracker feel to it ... Ride, one of my favorite bands, 
has a new one coming out June 28th.I heard the first cutoff ofitand 
it sounds very delicious. Look for it, then buy it. W maid I steer you 
wrong? .. ;For those of you that like that heavy, speed-metal, all 
decked out in funky leather s!uff comes Prong. With their sixth 
release (I think!) Cle011S1i1g, they will take your cars, head; feet, 
whatever clothes and deodorant you arc wearing for a. ride. 
They're hard and fast ... :Syn, a band that has hecn lahellcdU2ish; 
Cureis, and INXSish, has their debut album out. Matte~ efTin~e 
is a sultry selection of bluesy pop. Check it out ... AUman Brothers . 
Band have a CD called Dael.· Where it All Degon. This will be 
coming out around May 3 .. Pretenders' new one comes out May 
10th along with;a N~w Order Video ... Seal follows up his first 
critically rated album May 31st ... On J unc 14th, Neal Yow1g will 
release his sixth reissue while Luka Bloom and l .. ush also release 
albums this day .. . D11/icuzeo, the 4th release by Toad theWet 
Sprocket comes out on May 17th. Two years ago, they were 
around this town quite often, so look for them this year .. ·.Harry 
Connick Jr. and his jazzy, swinging style, and mile-high voi~e will 
release another record on June 7th. I haven't heard it vet, but if 
the gunslinging Connick can repeat what he has done i~ the past, 
it should be nice .•. As we move further into June, we can find that 
the Spin Doctors will follow up their amazingly successflll Pock-
eiful ef Kryptonite. There isn't a title on it yet .. ;I do not know 
what is being released in July, but in August sometime the Scream-
ing Trees will follow up Sweet Ob/ivio11. The date has not been· 
exposed nor has the title of the album. Thanks for reading. See you 
in the fall! 
94RAP. 
For the rap fans who will he in Cincinnati on May 21, be 
sure to head clown to Bogarts and check out Queen Latif ah and the 
Fugees ... As for the rest of the summer, it looks as ifit wilJ be filled · 
with slammin' albums. Terminator Xis going to feature a variety 
of Old School artists on his second project. It was scheduled to 
come out on Mriy 3, but I have heard that it will be pushed back at 
least two weeks .. .Just When You Thought it was Over, Nice and 
Smooth arc going to release their third album this summer ... The 
new wave of MC's from the west coast continue to represent. Be 
sm·c to check out Volume lO's debut l11jJ-f/operri . .. Freddie 
Foxxx is about to drop his second full-length LP. His first, which 
featured production from Erie.B. was released ahout fi\'{~ year:s 
ago. His new effort, Crazy l1'/.-e a Foxx.r. is on Queen Latifah 's 
label. .. Grand Datltly I. ll. will strikn with his second alh!1111 aftt;1· 
spending some serious time on the D. L. lead P1jJe should satisfy 
those who like slow, funky beats ... After the disappointing' reviews 
Public Enemy got from its last release, Chuck D and the gang arc 
or1t to pr<H'L' they still have what it takes on May Ii(?) ... The 
B•·a,.:lie Boy;; nre suppo-;ed to drop/// Cm1111u1111c·ato11011May31. 
At last! 
N as' Illmatic Rapture 
. SOREN BAKER 
Tin: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Back in 1990 when the Main 
Source dropped their album, 
Brea!.~ing Atoms, one of the 
tracks, "Live at the BBQ," fea~ 
tured a couple of little known 
rappers. Oneofthemwasnamed. 
Nasty Nas. 
His verse brought him instant 
street credibility and rap fans 
across the country were waiting 
for him to come out on the solo 
tip. Although our wishes were not 
answered, he did manage to pop 
upanddropaversconMCSerch's 
"Back to the Grill" in 1992. 
Later in '92, Nasty Nas finally 
dropped a. single, "Halftime;" 
· While the song got rave reViews 
. throughout the rap community' . 
· it did not do as well .on the charts. 
The song was able to bring rap 
back to its roots, with a simple 
· heat and intense lvrics. /• . . ... 
. . When I had not heard anv-
'thing abolat :an album in the f~I~ 
lowing months, !thought that he 
had been dropped from his label, 
Columbia. Luckily this was not 
the case. 
During the summer of 1993, I 
began hearing that Nasty Nas was 
finally going to come out with an 
album. The most interesting thing 
about the album was the caliber 
of producers that were going to be 
involved on this project. 
Even though Nasty Nas had 
had only one single, some ofthe 
best rap producers o~ the east 
coast; DJ Premier, Q-Tip, The 
Large Professor and Pete Rock, 
wel'e going to work on this album. 
I must. admit that I was sur-
prised and at the same time I 
.thought that the album would be 
something special since these pro-
ducers. were "'Oin" to be workin"' 
. o e .. o 
onit. 
. When I got the CD last week, I 
was not disappointed. Even 
though he had dropped the Nasty 
from his moniker, Nas had not 
lost any of the skills that he had 
featured on his previous work. 
"The Genesis" starts off the 
album, which is titled l//mat1'c. It 
is. a short skit that lets you know 
that what you an• about to li~'iten 
to i.s going lo h1! serious. 
The second 'track, "NY State 
of Mind," reminds me of Kool G. 
Hap and DJ Polo's "Ill Street 
Blues" with its piano riff and lyri-
cal con lent. This song is a discus-
sion of life on the streets, which 
often boils down to survival, N as' has a jazzy feel. 
home is the Queensbridge Hous- "Memory Lane (Sittin' in da 
ingProject, whichisoftenabrcecl~ . Park)," docs just as its title sug-
ing ground for violenc.c. . . : gcsts •. · It has Nas reminiscing 
What makes Nas special is his about how life used to be. DJ 
ability to tell about the often vio~ Premier produced. the tr~ck, 
lent events in·· his surroundings which is one of my favorite cuts 
without glorifying them as so on the album. Throughout the 
mariy other rappers do. His lyr- song Nas pays homage .to his 
ics are so saturated with feeling, fr:iends who have passed away. 
action and description t~at it of- - . The next song, "One Love," 
ten takes more than one listen to is a narrative that Nas has writ-
absorb the entire meaning. . . ten to one of his friends in jail. 
- EventhoughNasdroppedout The letter informs Nas' friend 
of school in the ninth grade, it is that things have ·not changed 
obvious that he is a well read since .he has gotten· locked up 
individual be.cause his . descrip- and that he is taking care of his 
lions are extremely vivid. Like a family in his absence. Musfoally, 
well-written novel, _the way he · this is one of the more·enjovahle " 
presents his story may lead you to .. tracks. If you are a fan ~f Q-
bclievc that you are involved iri Tip'spreviouswork, this should -
the images that he is crafting. no'tlet .you down., ' 
"Life's a Bitch" and "The "One Time 4 Your Mind," 
World is Yours" a~e the next two "Represent," and "ltAin 't Hard 
songs; and they seem to express to Tell,'' which i~.the first single, 
· the cautious optimism .that Nas all consist of Nas defending his 
possesses. These two songs show skills as well as his' place in the 
t}aat. despite all· of the obstat;les rap,game. . . .· .. 
that.are before us, it Is possible to If anything negath·e could be 
succeed. . . . . , . said aboutthis album, it would.· 
Nas' father piays the i'rum~~t be ·the-' l~ngth. Checking ii~. at 
on "Llfe's a Bitch," which .was under 40 minutes, 11/matic. ICft 
prod•lced by L.E.S.,"one ofNas' me wanting more ofNas. 
friends from Queensbridge. The On the last song of the tape, 
track, along with the Pete Rock he proclaims, "Nas, lrock well, 
produced ~'The World.is Yours," it ain't hard to tell." Indeed. 
.AiS-J. .;;:rr.,~ 
- -·r ., ~ -
. "·- :::::::..... . .. 
,-···':" ......... -
-~,. "~ . '.I 
. 
··~ .. · 
~ 
VALERIA 
GO LINO 
h's a day he'll nc1-cr forg~t. 
r mil tomorro\\', 
CLEAN 
SLATE 
Diversions will lie giving- amiy pas.~es tn a SJM!cial 
ad\'nncc screening of MGM's C/ea11 Slut1J slurring Dana 
Carvey. The tickt!ts, each admit two, arc for the s~1·cen­
'ing on Wednesday, May 4th at 7:30 p.m. at Showcase 
Cinemas Springdale. Tickets will he given away today at 
4 p.m. in front of the Publications House. 
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Dr. Finl.·elstein Dr. Williams 
Poets to read! 
Joseph-Beth: site of 
beatnik showcase 
ANDREA HANNON 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Well, studentli, here's a 
chanc~ to see (or should I say 
listen) to what English profes-
sors write in their.limited 
spare time away from gradi.ng 
papers about the Peru·vian 
.di1ck mar:ket .. :All~ast.you'll"'. 
have the.opportunity to 
experience.th~ writings of two 
well-known Xavier.English 
profess61·s. Dr. Norman 
. Fink~lstein and his pa1·tner in 
poetry, Dr: Ty~one Williams 
.'.'.:wiJI give an open-mike reading 
of ~heir \¥Ork at Joseph-Beth 
Booksellers. Check them ot1t 
· and inaybe then you'll 
understand why THEY hold 
the red marker. The professors 
make their debut duet this 
Thursday, April 28, 'at Joseph-
Beth Booksellers (located at 
Rockwood Pavilion from 7-9 
pm. They'll be reading from 
their own original works. Just 
look for them by the fireplace. 
Neither professor is new to 
open-mike reading. In fact, 
both Finkelstein and Williams 
have given numerous readings. 
Dr. Nornian Finkelstein 
already has one published 
poetry collection under his 
belt entitled Restless Messe11-
right? But if you go on Thurs-
day, you'll be an audio witness 
to an overview of his work, 
including some. of his latest, hot_ 
from the pen poems: · 
I'm sure you've heard Dr. 
. Williams in action, especially if 
vou attended the Mermaid 
· Tavern 01>en Mike reading ~cl~ 
at the Musketeer fon ev~h· now 
and again. Even though this is 
prinufrily an outlet f~r ·stuqent 
writers, Dr. Williams says he 
gets ideas and inspirations from 
everywhere. 
For Dr. Finkelstein, it 
appears that his JeWish 
background has a direct 
influence on much of his 
writing. While talking about 
his most recent poetry, he 
comments that "A lot ... deals 
with Jewish material in one way 
or another. There's a strong 
relationship to Jewish culture." 
But don't be fooled-that's not 
his ONLY subject matter. Dr. 
Finkelstein' s poetry is very 
diverse, encompassing a wide 
array of topics. Just a little 
"sampling break" here in the 
article ... 
"Mirror" 
E11tangled in the flesh, there 
are always those 
whose grace obscures their 
lapses and limits, 
wllicll become the mirror tQ 
gers, and another may soon · our ... 
follow. Look for his first book Curious to know how the 
at Joseph-Beth, or even here poem ends? What reflection the 
at the Xavier Library. mirror casts? Yeah ... well, 
Dr. Williams published a READ THE BOOK! Or show 
Graduate, 
As you approach that long awaited goal of graduation, 
one important thing to consider is the job interview. 
Let me take this opportunity to in.traduce you .to ou. 
Personal Shopping Service. As trained wardrobe con-
sultants, we're· here to help you with your clothing 
selections in order to· create a good first impression. 
You are assured of our special, personal attention. 
Simply call us for an appointment and we'll do the rest. 
This service is always free! 
Again, congratulations. 
Sincerely, 
;t{V?0~· 
Marie Weeks 741-2429 
'-,-~~~·f;t;.,1/C~~w. 
(_./' .. . . . . 
Jim Battershell 741-2540 nil I\ ho.·.~· , \ . t v {~[,t~;){AQ 
., 
(. 
Burke Marketing Research is 
lookingforregularpart-timeMar-
ket Researchhiterviewers to con-
duct telephone surveys regard-
ing consumer awareness, usage 
and attitudes on various prod-
uctsin the marketplace. Involves 
no Selling!!! Schedules can be 
flexible and are ideal for students 
and supplemental incomers! 
Qualified Applicants will have 
a high school diploma, have at 
least one (1) year of public con-
tact/work experience, 6 months 
of computerexpenenceand have 
excellent telephone communica-
tion skills. 
NORTHGATE 
BURKE 
Convenient Walnut Hills Location 
All Shifts Available 
9am-4pm:l2pm-7pm [Mon-Fri] 
· 6pm-10:30pm:6pm-12:30am [Mon-Fri] 
· 10am-4pm[Sat]:2pm-8pm (Sun] · 
$6/hr wage • Paid ·Training 
Tuition Reimbursement Programs 
Apply or submit resume to: 
Burke Marketing Research 
Attn: Marta R. Smyth 
2621 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 
FAX# 559-7555 
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON: 
\\1·drwsday. ·\pr·il 27. l'N I: 1 lam-2pm by tlH· Muskf'l1•1•r Inn 
· "chat hook" entjtJed Co!lvales- up at Joseph-Beth this Thurs-
ce11ce in 1987. Unfortunately, cla'yancl maybe Dr. Finkelstein BMR Mission: To be the most respected and pre-eminent 
the library doesn't have it. will read a request. prov1·d· er of Survey Research Services and to demonstrate . 
Imagine that-the library Remembe1·: Thursday, 
NOT having a hook you'd like April 28, at Joseph-Beth Commitment to the growth and fulfillment Of itS people; 
to reacl. Can't believe it, Booksellers from i-9 p.m. '&"<:WI$$'"·' 
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Lower Buck Puin 
Having pain from. a recent 
lower back injury'?· Y 01.-snay 
qualify for a medial research 
study. Paymcntgivenforpartici-
pation .. Please call:. 
Hill Top Pharmatcst, Inc. 
281-HILL 
Hiring market research inter-
viewers for days, evenings and 
weekends. . $6.00/hour start-
ing; higher starting wage con-
sidered for previous market 
research experience. Great 
Work Atmosphere. No selling 
involved; pleasant environ-
ment; convenient location on · 
bus route. 
Benefits available For full-
time employees (30+ hmirs/ 
week): paid training; paid holi-
days; 401K Investment Plan; 
profit sharing. 
Qualifications: 18 years or 
older; high school diploma or 
equivalent; able to follow de-
tailed instructions; excellent 
handwriting; outstanding 
speaking skills; typing/key-
board experience; professional 
appearance. 
Apply M-F, 9am-5pm at the 
4th floor receptionist desk. 
Matrixx Marketing 
4600 Monlgomery Road 
Suitt~ 400 
Cinci1111ati, Ohio tJ.5212 
. : lver'et A Pal 
Smashed!· 
. IA11 rn1 l1r. 
CA11 A :r. 
IAt14 -CAB. 
. SIAID. 
fAlfNUS DON'T lH f RlfNUS 
DRIVf DRUNK. 
L:uulscapcrs • Dt!pcndahlc, 
hard-workin~, experienced c1·ew 
leatlurs & workers needed with 
good driving record. Pay $5-$8 
depending on experience. Call 
553-2471. 
Female Roommate Needed 
Sununer(May31-Aug21). Sub-
let room at 3712 Ledgewood .. $203 
+ utilities per month. Amenit,ies 
include: private room w/ walk-in 
closet, free washer and dryer, air 
conditioning, plus much more! In-
tercstt.'<I? Call Nikki 985-5961. 
Nurse Aid Positions available 
for stfinmcrtimc johs. Earn while 
you learn. AJI shifts availahle. If 
interested, call Columbia Health 
Care at 554-1141, Mon-Fri 7:30-
3:00. 
Apt. for rent, 1904 Hudson 
Ave. 1 bedroom, newly reno-
vated, completely c.arpeted, 
washer/dryer, off-street parking. 
$400/month includes· heat and 
water. Call Ms. Seremetisat631-
5576. 
Houseforrent(837Hutchins)'. 
House for Rent: An olde'r 7 bedroom, 4 baths, two blocks 
house with a new addition. Acr~ss from campus. Includes: large 
the street from XU Campus. 4 entertainment area and porch, 
bedroom, 2 bathroom, equipped washer/dryer, new kitchen. 
kitchen, new carpet, free laun- .. $1100/month. C.all 751-7005. 
dry ,clishwashei-, A/C, completely · 
furnished, room for 5-8 students. 
Located at 1523 Dana. 631-2092. 
Cold Sores 
Men and Women ages 18 and 
older who ·experience frequent 
col~I sores ... You may qualify for 
a medical research study. Up to 
$100 for participation. Call: 
Hill. Top Pharmatest, Inc. 
281-JllLI, 
Your Career ••. 
What are you doing to prepare 
for it? Find out why IBM, Xerox, 
P&G and hundreds of other top 
companies want students with our 
sumnwr program experience. 
Make $5,600. Call l-800-9'.J'J-
3916. 
Teachers 
High quality child duvclop-
menl center in Norwood seeks 
ECE students for part-time, sum-
mer, and substitute teaching po-
sitions in our program serving 
ages 3-8. Lead teacher position 
also available, ECE degree re-
quired. Send resume to: 
Ashland CDC 
4400 Ashland Averiue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
or call Kelly at 6314447. 
.Walk lo class from this newly-
remodeled 3 bedroom house. Free 
washer and dryer, AJC, Off-street 
parking. 531-5988 
Summer work. J<:ull- and 
Part-time exterior painters 
needed. West Chester/Wyoming 
a1·eas. No experie~ce neede.d. 
$5-10/hr. Call 821-7005 
Financial Freedoiti . 
Set your hours in your own busi-
ness. We'rccommittedtoyoursuc-
cess in telecommunications. Call 
75.'J-0030 for appointment. 
Your Resume .•• 
Do you have work experience 
necessary to land that career jol1~ 
Find out why our students ha\•e a 
95% placenuml into career johs 
upon graduation. Make $5,600 
this summer. Call 1~800-999-
3916. 
YOU C·AN HELP! 
1~· YOU HAVE NORMAL 
HEARING AND HAVE NEVER 
WORN HEARING PROTEC-
TORS AT WORK, YOU CAN 
HELPTHE NIOSH HEAR· 
ING PROTECTOR 
T E ST I N G P R 0 G R AM. 
QUALIFYING SUBJECTS 
ARE PAID F.OR THEIR 
TIME. 
PLEA8f=CALL 533·8139 
AND LEAVE YOUR NAME 
AND PHONE NUMBER. 
N111ii11111i l11.~1iltlh! f111· I )r1·u1111ti1111ul Suli·t~ 111111111•11!1!11 
.1f ... f1 f'.nl11111liin l 111di\HI\' • <:i11rinn111i. l)hi1i •t'i:??t• 
-------. -·· ,. 
Houses for Rent 
1612 Dana spacious equipped, 
:J bedrooms. 887 Clinton Sprinl,\S 
7 bcdrooom, 3 baths. 531-5988 
or 321-0043. 
Nanny needed for summer for 
two girls ages 7 and 10. Car nec-
essary, gas. reimbursed. $5/hr 
plus-bonus. Call Shelly Gerson 
581-8208 ext. 208 or 731-5680 
home. 
Sunui1er Employment 
Forty Hours Weekly• Ware-
house, Shipping and Receiving • 
Some Heavy Lifting • $5.50 per 
Hour • St. Bernard Area • First 
Shift -Onlv •Call Dennis or Dave · 
. ' 
at 641-3055. 
AA Cruise & Travel Employ-
ment Guide. Earn Big $$$ and 
Travel the World Free! (Carib-
bean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) 
Hurry! Busy spring/summer sea-
sons approaching. Guaranteed 
. success! Call (919) 929-4398 ext. 
C368. 
Banquet Se1·vers on Call $7.00/hour 
Call 648-0747 
Smnincr Rt!sort Jobs - Earn 
to $12/hr. + tips. Locations in-
'clmle: Hawaii, Florida, Rocky 
Mountains, Alaska, New En-
.. gland, etc. For details call: 
1-800-807-59~0 ext. R5564. 
ACROSS 
1 Markdown event 
5 Lacking interest 
9 Sharp blow 
13 Support 
14 Hum 
15 Party nosh 
16 Against 
17 Exact likeness 
18 Poker stake 
19 Personnel list 
21 Impetus 
23 Pitcher 
Hershiser 
25 Gull kin 
26 Facial 
expressions 
30 Prescribed 
menus 
33 Bowling alley 
34 Delicate 
handling 
36 Made a mistake 
38 Frost 
39 Prying one 
41 Wrath 
42 Soft flat cap 
45 Acid 
46 Maneuver 
47 Wood dye 
49 Offered 
marriage 
51 Chain of rocks 
53 Scrutinize 
54 Advises 
58 Publishing 
director 
62 Otherwise 
63 Singing pairs 
65 Docile 
66 Dregs 
67 Wanton looks 
68 Frank 
69 Wrongful act 
70 Catch sight of 
71 Speak 
vehemently 
DOWN 
1 Practice boxing 
2·1t. river 
3 Portions of 
land 
4 Typical example 
5 Branch 
6 Wander 
7 Metal bar 
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8 Thought 
9 Kind of wrench 
10 Desire 
11 Aleutian island 
12 Abound 
14 Conducts 
20 Memorable 
period 
22 Penna. port 
24 Inclines 
26 Smoothly fluent 
27 Speed contests 
28 Unable to move· 
29 Large ladle 
31 Threesomes 
32 Tennis start 
35 Circular 
journeys 
37 Notable act 
40 Production 
method 
43 Zealous 
44 Bonds 
46 TV checking 
receiver 
48 Provoke 
50 Cushion 
52 Chimney 
channels 
54 Briton 
55 Margarine 
56 Addict 
57 Ooze 
59 Bark cloth 
60 Augury 
61 Torn 
64 Attempt 
C HA 0 S · i>v :;.,an Snusoer 
wfid K(ngdom ly Anthony lultino, Jr, 
........... ~::: 
11 
THE BARKING DOG 
BY DARRYi KIUSWOWSKI 
., 
... -
.. 
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Really? 
They'll actually measure me? 
--------
Then custom n1ake a pair of jeans? 
Fron1 scratch??!!" 
Made-Just-For-Me custom-fitted Levi's® jeans. 
Only at the Original Levi's Store, Kenwood Towne Centre Mall, Cincinnati, Ohio 
(513) 792-0200 
, March 25th thru May 8th. Call or come by soon. 0 t ~J94 L!.!\'i Straun and Cu. 
